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THE PLATFORM
If transport continues to grow at the same rate as the economy,
this will become both an economic and an environmental problem.
lncreasingly congested roads are as much a disadvantage to
European business as they are to society at large. The bestlog
project, initiated by the European Commission, will establish an
exchangeplatform for the improvement of supply chain
management practice across Europe.

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•

To improve logistics practice and logistics education
To raise the overall standards of practice across Europe
To set high standards for logistics education and practice
To create economic growth and job opportunities as a result
Achieve a better match between EC policy and business decisions

SOLUTIONS & ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

European platform for sharing logistics best practice
Online directory of logistics best practice case studies
Online directory of European logistics education opportunities
Benchmarking on line for European companies
European conferences to share logistics best practice
Web forum, award directory, media directory, and more
lndustry workshops
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Volvo Logistics European Rail
Concept - Viking Rail
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Volvo Logistics has historically made several attempts in
launching an intermodal concept between Germany and
Sweden. These attempts has failed mainly due to technical
issues (rail wagons for Mega trailers not available), not
attractive timetables (leadtime) and too high total logistics
cost.
In 2006 a project to find new solutions to lower transportation
costs and environmental impact was launched, resulting
in the creation of Viking Rail. The project was triggered
by the increasing cost of fuel prices, taxes and road tolls,
combined with the shortages of drivers and vehicles as well
as the environmental aspects associated with emissions and
traffic congestions. Volvo Trucks is, through Volvo Logistics,
challenging its transporters to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by 20 percent within the next two years. This
challenge is yet another element in Volvo Trucks’ climate
strategy which already aims at, amongst other things,
carbon-neutral production, energy efficiency, alternative
fuel technology and recycling.

In order to decrease transportation costs
and the environmental impact of Volvo
Logistics’ operations the company started
searching for alternative solutions. A project
was launched to identify and explore the
different available options. One of these
options was to use railroad transportation.
However, railroad transportation alone
would not suffice, but a combination of
both rail and road transportation would
provide the necessary mix required.

COMPANY FACTS
Company name: Volvo Logistics 		
		
Corporation
Location:
Gothenburg, Sweden
Industry/sector: Logistics Service Provider
Company size: Large
Employees:
over 1000
Turnover:
1,02 bn. € (2007)
		
Services/products offered:
• Emballage / packaging services for
developing optimal packaging systems
and packaging management
• Inbound logistics services to ensure
dependable and integrated material
supply to production systems
• Outbound logistics services for finding
fastest and most cost-effective delivery
solutions from factories to customers
Further case related logistics figures:
• 36 northbound and 29 southbound
trailers
• 5 days a week, 46 production weeks
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THE SOLUTION

Intermodal terminal:
Rail combiterminal secured. Surface area 44
000 sqm incl railway tracks in connection
to Volvo Logistics x-doc in Arendal.

„I want the transporters
who deliver goods to and
from our main factories
in Europe to reduce their
carbon dioxide emissions by
20 percent by 2010. This is
part of our climate strategy.
Our emissions can be rapidly
reduced through a number
of measures, such as reduced
fuel consumption, more
efficient logistics, the use of
bio fuels and replacement of
old vehicles.”
Staffan Jufors, President and CEO
Volvo Truck

In 2006 started Volvo Logistics a new project in order to
develop a European train system concept that connects the
Volvo Group’s production sites with the principal commercial
centers. The train system will form the foundation for futureoriented and future-proof material supply, and the first step
is to conduct block train solution between Hannover and
Gothenburg. In the second step will connections to for instance
Kornwestheim and Ingolstadt be implemented and Hannover
will be a focal point for traffic bundling of different material
streams to achieve economical and ecological optimization
of the supply chain. Extensive use of the Automotive RailNet
will secure highest priority of Volvo trains to keep lead times
low. When the project was initiated the main driver was cost
efficiency, but over time the environmental efficiency became
ever more important, and now they are equally important.
The aim is to have a maximum lead time of 48 hrs from
pick-up to delivery. Attractive routes and stable timetables
are necessary to achieve the lead time aim. Innovative
and market-capable equipment such as low profile train
equipment is necessary to create a new cost efficient setup for transportation of trailers using the rail network.
This new equipment can be loaded with Standard trailers,
Megatrailers, 20 ft and 40 ft containers as well as 7,82 and
13,6 swap-bodies. Volvo Logistics has decided to use Mega
trailers in the concept that can be used both on the train
wagons and trucks.
It is important to have a flexible solution such as the intermodal
solution used due to rail transportation being much more
vulnerable to interruptions. Transportation by road can easily
be rerouted should there be an accident, but depending on
what type of accident and where an accident occur on rail
road it could cause long stops. Should a major accident occur,
then all the trailers that were supposed to be transported by
rail could easily be transferred to trucks and transported by
road instead thanks to the flexible trailer solution. Contracts
with road carriers with large truck capacity have been signed
to provide a backup solution to fall back on should any major
issue or problem occur in the train system.
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The Viking Rail project’s main goal is to reduce the impact on
the environment and lower transportation costs while at the
same time maintaining low lead times. Using this intermodal
solution the CO2 emissions are lowered by 63%. Initially
35-40% of the transportation volume will be transported by
rail. A common conception of rail transportation is that lead
times are increased when transporting by rail. This was not
the case with Viking Rail. In fact the lead time is 12 hour
lower for certain routes. If the project works as intended then
this volume will be increased.
Major advantages:
• Less impact on the environment (Reduced environmental      
impact)
• Lower transportation costs (Reduced transportation costs)
• Minimized lead times (Reduced leadtimes)
Major disadvantages:
• Reduced flexibility (fixed time slots and routes)
• Vulnerable to disturbances
• Fixed costs and need for backup solution

CHALLENGES
Challenge 1: Minimize impact of
transportation cost issues and of
environmental issues
Challenge 2: Meet customer’s high
demands on quality; lead time and
precision
Challenge 3: To find road carriers
interested in investing in equipment
(trailers) and developing the
concept
Challenge 4: Overcome capacity and
infrastructural issues in rail/road
networks and terminals
Challenge 5: To find southbound
volumes in order to achieve a
balanced transport set-up
Challenge 6: Future-proof the
rail system to cope with growing
demand
Challenge 7: Integrate all the
different partners in the rail system
concept
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SUCCESS FACTORS

„Environmental Care is
one of Volvo‘s Core Values
together with Quality and
Safety. This means that we
continually strive to reduce
our environmental impact.
Environmentally
sound
solutions that contribute to
sustainable development are
usually also economically
sound. To use intermodal
solutions, such as train and
truck in combination, gives
us the possibility to offer
solutions to our customers
that are competitive in all
respects.“

•

The most important factor that made the Viking Rail project possible was the support and direct involvement of
the upper management. Thanks to this support the project had all the necessary tools to be able to successfully
launch Viking Rail.						

•

Another success factor in the intermodal setup was the
technological advances in train wagon and trailer design.
Previously it was harder to create new sustainable logistics solutions combining two kinds of traditional ways
of transporting goods, as the practical impact of handling would make it inefficient and costly.

•

Yet another success factor was that there was spare capacity in the railroad network at the time project potential was evaluated. Getting the necessary time slots
and capacity in the railroad network can be hard. In this
case the timing was good, and the requirements fit the
available capacity.

LESSONS LEARNED

Åke Niklasson, President and CEO
Volvo Logistics
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THE BENEFITS
Economic

SUSTAINABILITY

•

Utilization of load units and load unit per transport increases and fewer vehicles are
therefore needed. Additionally it is cheaper to use trains, so the actual transportation
cost is lower.
• When fully implemented the transportation cost will be reduced with approx 5%
• Enhancing old and introducing new economically efficient services with lower lead
times

Environmental
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technological advances in train wagon and trailer design has made it possible to
create new sustainable logistics solutions combining two kinds of traditional ways
of transporting goods.
Fewer trucks on the roads lead to lower noise emission.
modal shift from road to rail by approx 16 000 truck loads per year
Reduced fuel consumption by 3 472 440 litres per year
Reduced CO2 emissions by -63% (-15 202 tonne)
Reduced NOx emissions by -93% (-323 tonne)
Reduced SOx emissions by -88% (-71 tonne)
Reduced PM emissions by -77% (-8 tonne)

Social
•
•
•

Lack of available truck drivers led to higher transportation costs
Fewer truck drivers are needed, but at the same time more terminal workers are
needed
Fewer trucks on the roads minimize risks of accidents

CHALLENGES

TRANSFERABILITY

Country

Transferables
Depending on the demands on lead times and
flexibility the solution is generally applicable to many
types of organisations

0

Sector

++

Company Size

--

Limitations
In some cases the solution is not feasible due to
fact that rail road is used for transportation and
there is limited capacity in rail road networks.
It can be hard to find capacity in the rail road
networks and terminals. Another limitation is that
it is hard to find sufficient space for temporary
storage of the trailers at the terminals in Germany.
In Gothenburg there was also lack of capacity in
the terminals close by which resulted in the need
for Volvo Logistics to build their own terminal.
++: very high, +: high, o: neutral, -: low, --: very low
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